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[email protected], {telbatt,mnafie}@nileuniversity.edu.eg Abstract-In this paper we study the problem of buffer-aware power control in underlay cognitive radio networks. In particular, we investigate the role of buffer state information, manif ested through the secondary users' queue lengths, along with channel state information in the cognitive radio power control problem. Towards this objective, we formulate a constrained optimization problem to find the set of secondary user transmit powers that maximizes the sum of rates weighted by the respective buffer lengths subject to signal-to-interf erence-and-noise-ratio (SINR) and maximum power constraints. Motivated by the problem's non-convexity, we cast the problem into a sequential Geometric Programming formulation which can be solved efficiently using known solvers. Our simulation results confirm the throughput delay trade-off v ia comparing the per formance of the buffer aware scheme, measured in terms of throughput and queue length, to a baseline, buffer-independent scheme that simply maximizes the sum rate of the secondary users. The gathered numerical results reveal interesting insights about the problem. It demonstrates almost two-fold reduction in the average secondary transmitter queue length for the proposed scheme over the baseline. This is attained at the expense of slight degradation (e.g. 15% in our scenario) in the secondary sum rate (throughput).



and secondary users in an attempt to maXImIze the sum throughput of the secondary network. However, the buffer state information is not incorporated into the problem formulation. In



[5]-[7] the problem



of power allocation for secondary users



under interference constraints on the primary users, along with a minimum QoS constraint on each secondary user, is studied. The prime objective of



[5], [6]



is to maximize



the number of secondary links admitted to the network. On the other hand, the objective function, to be maximized, in



[7]



is the secondary users' sum throughput. In



[8],



the



authors explore the role of buffer state information (BSI), alongside with channel state information (CSI), in order to better understand their individual roles and potential trade-offs, in a downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) multi-user setting. Our work also focuses on the BSI vs. CSI roles in the wireless resource allocation problem, yet, in a different setting giving rise to the following two major differences from



[8]:



i) focusing on the interference channel



as opposed to the downlink broadcast channel and ii) having



This, in turn, confirms the key role buffer state information plays in balancing the f undamental throughput-delay trade-off in cognitive radio networks and opens ample room for f uture



two classes of users in a CRN, namely primary and secondary



research on multiple access and optimal resource allocation in delay-constrained cognitive radio networks.



focus in



users, as opposed to the legacy OFDMA network setting under



[8]. [9]



Perhaps



is the closest to our work as it studies the



problem of maximizing a buffer weighted sum-throughput



I. INTRODUCTION



via geometric programming. Motivated by their interest in



Cognitive radio networks (CRN) have received considerable



characterizing the capacity region for fading broadcast chan



attention from the wireless research community over the past



nels, the authors explore a number of scheduling policies,



decade. A cognitive radio is formally defined as a radio that



among which is the queue proportional scheduling (QPS)



can change its transmitter parameters based on interaction with



policy, which maximizes a weighted sum throughput objective



the environment in which it operates [1]. The term " Cognitive



function similar to our work. Unlike this work,



Radios" (CR) was first coined by J. Mitola in the late 1990s



data rate vector such that the expected rate vector over all



to exploit the highly under-utilized scarce and non-renewable



fading states is proportional to the current queue state vector



wireless spectrum



[2]



[9]



finds a



. Cognitive radio users, which are also



and is on the boundary of the ergodic capacity region of a



called secondary users (SU), can opportunistically utilize the



fading broadcast channel. Our work, on the other hand, finds



spectrum that is unutilized by the licensed users (primary users



the power vector maximizing the buffer length weighted sum



(PU» during periods of communications inactivity. In general,



rate for a fading interference channel model.



the wireless spectrum can be divided into several channels,



In this work, we leverage the buffer state information (BSI)



either non-overlapping or partially overlapping. A channel is



and explore its role, along with the channel state information



said to be available to an SU if no PU is active on that channel



(CSI). This is of paramount importance to gain key insights



(as in the overlay cognitive radio systems) or if the interference



about the sum rate maximization power control problem



introduced by this SU to the active PUs is tolerable (as in the



and the potential role of BSI in balancing the fundamental



underlay cognitive radio systems)



throughput-delay trade-off. Towards the aforementioned ob



[3].



In this paper, we consider the problem of buffer-aware



jective, we formulate a constrained power control optimization



power control for secondary users in underlay cognitive radio



problem, for a set of primary and secondary interference links,



networks. In



that maximizes the weighted sum rate, where the weights are



[4],



powers are allocated for, both, primary
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taken to be the secondary user queue lengths. Unfortunately,



both the buffer state information (BSI) and the channel state



the problem is found to be non-convex. However, it can be



information (CSI) at all secondary users in each time slot.



cast into a geometric programming framework, known to be convex



[10],



and, hence, can be solved efficiently using known



solvers, e.g., Matlab



cvx



[11].



The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) of sec ondary user link i is given by



Our simulation results reveal key



insights about the problem at hand and the associated trade offs and exhibit a compelling approach to balance the fun damental throughput-delay trade-off via simply incorporating the queue lengths as weights in the original sum rate objective function used in the buffer-independent baseline scheme. Our main contribution in this paper is two-fold. First,



Pthfi (1) N pP p s N0+ uk=1 k hPkis + ", Uj=I,ji'i jShji where P t is secondary link i's transmit power, pe is primary link k's transmit power , hji is the channel gain between the SINRSt



=



",M



transmitter and the receiver of the jth and ith secondary links,



h�:



accounting for the BSI, along with the CSI, in a secondary



respectively and



user power control problem in a cognitive interference channel.



ter of the kth primary link and the receiver of the ith secondary



Second, casting the non-convex optimization problem at hand



link.



into a geometric programming framework, guided by earlier



(AWGN). The packet arrival process at secondary transmitter



attempts in the literature for a variety of problems in different



i is assumed to be Poisson with rate



settings, e.g.,



[12].



This, in turn, yields considerable compu



No



is the noise power of additive white Gaussian noise



A. The Baseline Problem



II introduces the system model and assumptions underlying control problem in fading interference channels, with primary and secondary links, assess its complexity and present the solution approach, via casting it into a geometric programming framework, in Section III. In Section IV, we present our performance evaluation study and associated numerical results in an attempt to quantify the benefits, and potential trade-offs, associated with the concept of buffer-aware power control. Finally, conclusions are drawn and potential directions for future work are pointed out in Section V. II.



In this section, we formulate the baseline power control problem for cognitive interference channels which would be later extended to the buffer-aware power control problem in the next subsection. The baseline problem is similar to the problem addressed in



N



[14] except for the cognitive radio network setting



that imposes guaranteed QoS constraints for primary users. The prime objective of this problem is to find the set of transmit powers that maximizes the sum rate (i.e. throughput) of the



N secondary links subject to primary QoS (SINR) con



straints and secondary maximum power constraints. Formally, the problem can be written as follows



SYSTEM MODEL



N



We consider a cognitive radio network with M primary links and



Y i.



RADIO NETWORKS



expensive brute-force exhaustive search.



this work. Afterwards, we formulate the buffer-aware power



Ai,



III. BUFFER-AWARE POWER CONTROL FOR COGNITIVE



tational savings compared to, the otherwise computationally The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section



is the channel gain between the transmit



max



secondary links, sharing the same frequency channel



2:: 10g(1+SINRf)



(2)



i=1



with different transmitter-receiver pairs, i.e. comprising an s.t.



interference channel. The cognitive radio network is assumed to operate in the underlay mode whereby the secondary users can coexist and share the same frequency channel with the



SINR� 21'� 0::; Pt ::; Pmax



Yk Yi



primary user(s) with the aid of power control and interference



I'f



management schemes. Time is divided into fixed duration slots



where



where multiple packets may fit in a single slot depending on



successful decoding at the receiver of primary link k. The first



the data rate attained. This, in turn, depends on the transmit



constraint in



power decided by the optimization problem, buffer state infor



at the primary receiver. This problem is known to be non



mation, channel state information and interference conditions.



convex in the transmit powers in the presence of interference



is the mInimum SINR requirement necessary for



(2)



represents the SINR threshold requirement



10g(1 + SINR)



We adopt a quasi-static Rayleigh block fading channel model



which renders the rate function



whereby the channel is fixed over a number of slots, denoted t,



Nevertheless, it has been shown in



depending on the channel coherence time defined as the period



this problem nicely lends itself to geometric programming



over which the channel impulse response is assumed invariant



[13]



. The primary user is assumed to always have packets to



transmit and, hence, attempts transmission in each slot with probability one using a pre-specified fixed power known to



[14]



non-concave.



that the structure of



formulations known to be convex and, hence, can be solved efficiently using known solvers.



B. Buffer-aware Power Control Problem Formulation



the secondary users. At this first look at the problem, we



In this section, we formulate the buffer-aware power control



adopt a centralized solution while defer the more challenging



problem for cognitive radio interference channels via incor



distributed solutions to future research. The central authority



porating the queue lengths of the secondary users in the



solving the problem is assumed to have perfect knowledge of



optimization objective function. In particular, we introduce a
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We solve the geometric program formulated in



generalized objective function in the form of weighted sum



[4]



throughput where the weights are chosen to be the queue



the lines of



lengths at the secondary transmitters. The proposed structure



discussed next.



of the objective function and weights are inspired by the



(as an indicator of delays). Accordingly, nodes with longer



along



The original objective function is given by



intuition that the buffer-aware scheme constitutes an attempt to trade-off between the sum rate throughput and buffer lengths



(4)



where we adopt the iterative solution approach



N



queues should get higher rates in order to empty their queues



Ii



[i.



II (1 + SINRD'Lf=ll; i=l



g(SINRS) = max



i = 1,2,." N



is the buffer state information for user



i.



faster and, hence, maintain shorter queues than the baseline on



where



the average, as confirmed by the numerical results. It should



function is equivalent to maximizing the weighted sum-rate



This



be noted that the above policy is sub-optimal in the sense of



function known to be non-convex in the powers and, hence,



sum rate throughput optimality, as will be shown in Section



is also non-convex in the powers. Therefore, we propose an



IV. However, the loss in throughput performance is tolerable



approximate function which is cast as a GP function, solved



compared to almost two-fold reduction in the average queue



in iterations to achieve a required accuracy that is



length. The buffer-aware power control problem solved in each



N



SINRf?'Yf



s.t.



0::;



where



Ii



In order to guarantee convergence, the approximate function



I'



L N log(1+S1NRD i=l Lj=llj



max



c II(SINRDi



g(SINRS) = max



time slot can be written formally as,



(3)



Vk Vi



Pt ::; Pmax



g(SINRS)



needs to satisfy



[12]:



1) g(SINRS) ? g(SINRS) VSINRs? ° 2) g(SINR�) = g(SINR�) 3) 'Vg(SINR�) = 'Vg(SINR�) where the symbol



'V is the gradient.



SINR�



Also,



denotes the



solution to the approximate problem in the previous iteration.



is the queue length at secondary transmitter



i.



The above three conditions are sufficient to guarantee that the Once



solution of each approximate problem increases the objective



is non-convex in



function. Furthermore, they guarantee that upon convergence



the transmit powers due to the role of interference in the rate



to the solution, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker of the original prob



function.



lem are satisfied. From the above three conditions (similar to



more, it is straightforward to show that



(3)



Fortunately, we show in the next section that this complexity



[4]),



hurdle can be circumvented via exploiting the structure of the






objective function and constraints which can be approximately cast into a geometric programming formulation. C. Reformulation as a Geometric Program (GP)



c=



This reformulation involves casting the objective function in a monomial form and the constraints in a posynomial form [12]. For ease of exposition, we first define a monomial as f : ++ --+ and f() = d where the mUltiplication constant d ? 0, and the exponential constants



Rn



x xla(l) X2a(2) ... ,Xna(n) R and a posynomial is the



R



a(i), i



=1,2,3 .. ,n E sum of monomials. Thus, the resulting geometric program can written down as N



max



S.t.



c



II(SINRf)i i=l



SINRf(No



+



SINR�?:.I� o



::; P/ ::; Pmax



where c and






(4)



'£�1 P;:h�: (P/hfi )



+



,£f=l,Ni PfhJi)



it can be shown that



Ii



L;:'=llm



)(



(SINR�i) ) 1 + SINR�i



(5)



,.



n(1 + S1NRS )� nS1N�:i at



(6)



We chose the weights to be the BSI of a secondary transmitter divided by the sum of all secondary transmitters queue lengths, in order to prevent the solver from going to infinity during the maximization of the objective function. The addition here to the manipulations done in



[4]



is that



we multiply a function and its approximate function by the same constant and so evaluating c and lines of what is done in



[4].






goes along the same



The problem becomes a sequential geometric programming problem, which can be solved iteratively by updating c and



::; 1






Vk



SINRS



values reached in



specified accuracy level is attained. It can be shown that c and



Vi



are parameters that depend on the queue






lengths, among other things, and will be discussed next. The first constraint arises from the definition of SINR in



in each iteration based on the



the previous iteration. Convergence is claimed when a pre



(1)



to define the SINR of the secondary user in an acceptable posynomial for the geometric program.



are given in the following form for the baseline system:






SINR�i ,- 1 + SINR�i _



n(1 + SINR�i) n(SINR�i)i



- -:-':'-'''c= ==:'-:-,----



1038



(7) (8)



100 ,---�---,----.--,---,



IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. Simulation Setup



50



The system studied assumes fixed data rate of packet size of



1000



bits and the time period,



t,



kbps,



70 60 50 40 30 20 10



over which the



channel is assumed to be constant according to the quasi-static block fading channel assumption is



200



time slot



(The channel is constant



over



(ts)



3 time



in the block is 67



msec



msec



meanwhile a



slots). We assume a Rayleigh fading channel and



10-9



the noise power is



W. Both the secondary and primary



nodes' locations are randomly decided, yet, fixed throughout a



°0�--�--�4=-�� 6 �=8� --�1�0 --�12�--�14--�'6 Average Secondary Arrival rates (Packets/sec)



single simulation run. We consider the variance of the channel



Fig. 2. The average buffer length for secondary user 2



gain between direct links to be



1



W, between secondary users'



0.64 W 0.0625 W.



interfering links to be primary links to be



and between secondary and



Despite the fact that the mathematical framework in



(4)



I�800



is general and works for arbitrary number of primary and secondary links, we limit our attention here to a small a system of M



=



1 primary



links and



N



=



2 secondary



�



� •



links for ease



600 '" .� 400



of exposition and to shed light on the fundamental trade-off at hand. Moreover, this small system renders the simulation run



�



time reasonable for the numerous scenarios examined using



200



300 different random channel realizations and 10 packet arrival



0



rates representing different network loading conditions. The packet arrival rate for secondary user from



0.1



to



2.9



denoted



A2



Average Secondary Arrival rates (Packets/sec)



ranges



Fig. 3. The average buffer length for the secondary system



packets/sec. On the other hand, the packet



arrival rate for secondary user primary power is fixed to powers are both



2,



20 W.



10



1 is



given by



Af



=



lOA2'



1---::-� � � =:::, =-,: 12 ----:-:--4 6 8 10 14 � 16



o



The



W and the secondary links peak



The following results are those of the



Geometric Program given in



(4).



B. Simulation Results In this section, we present the simulation results that not only unveal the merits of the proposed buffer-aware power



- Baseline ...... Buffer-Aware



control scheme but also exhibit its salient features compared to the legacy buffer-independent baseline scheme studied earlier in the literature. Simulations are averaged over



300 different



is averaged over the channel quasi-static block of three time slots, and then calculated at



10 different



16



4 6 8 10 12 Average Secondary Arrival rates (Packets/sec)



randomly generated rayleigh fading channels in which each



Fig. 4. The secondary system average sum-throughput



arrival rates of the



poisson process. 200 ,-----,-----�---.--,_--_, 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20



I'



I -, -, Baseline - Buffer-Awarel ,.,



':-



" , . .,. -



.i



,



' , .. "



,



:.----------,., ..-�--,-,=50-----O= 2O�--� °0��--� 50���, 00 25�--�= 0 Time (Slots)



L.--�----4==:;;6 ::���� =-12�=-�--J'6 O 1�:: 8



oO



Average Secondary Arrival rates (Packets/sec)



Fig. 5. Average Buffer Size for user 1 vs. Time for



Af



=



10.333 packets/second.



Fig. 1. The average buffer length for secondary user 1



Figures



1



and



secondary user



2



of both users (in packets/sec). The following key observations plot the average buffer size (in packets) for



1 and 2, respectively, vs. the average arrival rate



can be distilled. First, the average buffer sizes for both users, under the baseline as well as the proposed buffer aware power
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15 rr==::===;--�--�--�---C---:=:7l Baseline -Buffer-Aware



1 ,·,-,



.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'"



.1



investigate the role of the buffer state information, manifested through the secondary users' queue lengths, along with the



I



i



channel state information in the cognitive radio power con trol problem. First, we formulated a constrained optimization



10 I



problem to find the set of secondary user transmit powers



, . ..:-,.,.,1



that maximizes the buffer length weighted sum rate subject



�



!'- - - - . -



J.--..:!



to signal-to-interference-and-noise-ratio (SINR) and maximum



_�-----J



..� - . -'



power constraints. Second, motivated by the sheer complexity



_



of the original problem attributed to its non-convexity, we



OO O -�2��-�= � -���-��0, 0�-�I� � ---2�O�



cast the problem into a sequential Geometric Programming



Time (Slots)



formulation which can be solved efficiently using known



,\� =1.0333 packets/second.



solvers. The simulation studies reveal interesting insights



control scheme, monotonically increase with the packet arrival



scheme shortens the secondary users queue lengths, on the



Fig. 6. Average Buffer Size for user 2 vs, Time for



about the problem. We note that the proposed buffer aware



rate which agrees with intuition. It is worth noting that the



average, while satisfying the primary's QoS constraints. The



slight dip observed in the baseline curves in figures 1,



overall system average buffer size is improved, at the expense



and



3



2



are attributed to simulation artifacts. Furthermore, it



of a slight decrease in the secondary network throughput.



can be observed that, in contrast to the baseline algorithm,



These results constitute a motivation for potential directions



our proposed scheme reduces the average buffer size for both



of future research, e.g., distributed buffer-aware power control



users. We also notice that both buffers grow with increasing



algorithms as well as generalize the problem to incorporate



arrival rates as shown in Figures



link scheduling and secondary user QoS constraints.



1



and



2,



but our scheme



allows an evident abate in the growth rate especially for user



1.
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